1. Introduction. In a paper of a few years agoO), Douglas has developed the geometry and tensor analysis of the space of 7£-spreads. The configuration considered in this space is formed by a system of TT-dimensional analytic manifolds immersed in an TV-dimensional space and distributed according to an analytic law so that K+l points in general position determine uniquely a Ti-dimensional manifold containing these points. The partial differential equations of the IC-spreads may be written in the form given by Douglas (except for the sign of the 71 functions) : Of the various geometries of 7£-spreads treated by Douglas, E. T. Davies(2) has recently enriched the affine geometry by introducing isomorphic transformations which may be seen as affine collineations of the space, as equations (1.1) are determined uniquely to within (1.3). If, on the contrary, we make in (1.1) an arbitrary transformation of parameters:
(1.5) W = u"(v; a), inversely V = v"(u; a), containing a set of constants a1, a2, • • • , aR, R = (N-K)(K + l), then the equations of the space of TsT-spreads referred to the new parameters v become
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where the system G^ is homogeneous of the character represented by its indices. It is desirable to give a corresponding theory of isomorphic transformations for the descriptive geometry of ZC-spreads. In this paper, we shall study descriptive collineations as a generalization of projective collineations in the general geometry of paths considered by Knebelman(3).
In §2, we find the equations of the space of Z£-spreads in determinant form which is unchanged by (1.5), and therefrom derive the equations expressing the conditions for an infinitesimal descriptive collineation which the space may admit. §3 deals with the conditions of integrability of these equations. As in the case of affine geometry the notion of the Lie derivative is utilized in reducing the number of these conditions and derived equations. Immediate consequences are obtained in §4. The paper concludes with a study of the group property of descriptive collineations (4).
2. The equations of the space of ZT-spreads and descriptive collineations.
Let x' = <f>i(x) be a point transformation which carries the point (x1, • • • , xN) into the point with coordinates (x1, • • •, xN). Let xi=fi(u1, u2, ■ ■ ■ , uK) be the finite equations of a ÜT-spread M, the parameters u" being affine, that is, the equations satisfying (1.1) or (2.1)
ou"duP (r* = rw).
The transformation xi=<pi(x) will carry M into a manifold M of K dimensions whose finite equations are of the form xi=ypi (ul, u2, • ■ • , uK) . This transformation will be called a descriptive collineation if it carries each A-spread M into a ZC-spread M.
Since the parameters on the Zi-spread are not necessarily preserved it will be convenient to take the equations of the A-spreads in determinant form: dx'dx" ox* dx* dx1
. oTjk , i ,t d£ h and A : : | Z-dA : :/(dp™) for any geometric object A : :. Here and hereafter higher powers of ôt than the first are neglected. For the subsequent discussion it is necessary to give here the expression for the affine curvature tensor : »it mn » l t mn » Ol jk oJl.-j (2.11) R.jki = -----+ r,i\mTnkpT -r,-jfc|mr"ipT + r"¡r,* -r"*r,-i dxl dx"
and the covariant derivation of a tensor T'-i\¡):
In particular, we have the covariant derivatives of a contravariant vector S*(x): (2.13) ¿, -d?/dxi + rl,£* and similar expressions for ^ = ^,1, ¡tju -£j,t,i, and so on. In virtue of these formulas the second member of (2.10) may be put in tensor form (2.14)
a.jk = t.ik + ¿.¡kit + r'jk |lf \Tpl
To find a more convenient expression for conditions (2.9) we take the equivalent ones:
where <fi# are to be determined. = #00 |r< P7 + "r^a/S |r5. + <t>aß | ABy contraction in (2.16) both for p and a and for er and ß we obtain A(A + l)a." + a.ik tfpípl + (K + l)(a.jt \"+ a.jr \".)pa In order to simplify this relation use is made of the original expression of o.jt, namely, (2.10), as well as the equation (6) where we have placed (7 For the present necessity and further development it is convenient to utilize the Lie derivative of a geometric object as Davies has shown in the case of affine geometry(8). First of all, we shall demonstrate that equation (3.4) can simply be expressed in terms of this derivative. In fact, when the coordinate system is changed the law of transformation of II is easily found to be dxa a*6 _< ax* " a2*' ax* a*' (3.5) -:--n* --Ujk---H-ek + --8j, (') Several signs in formula (8.9) of Douglas' paper (loc. cit.) should be changed. Similar corrections for formulas (5.5), (8.6) and (8.11). Also see Knebelman, loc. cit. formulas (1.13), (4.3) (the latter lacks the term díx*'/(3ií3íT)) and Davies, loc. cit. formula' (1.3). [May Therefore the conditions for an infinitesimal descriptive collineation may be written simply (3.10)
A(II-*) = 0.
As in the case of affine geometry it is readily shown that if ¡-'(x) determines a descriptive collineation of the space, the Lie derivative is permutable with the two operators denoted respectively by |,-and | ro.
The following permutation formulas for the operations just quoted are easily obtainable :
(3.11) X \jk -X \kj = (SnX -X \npp)B.mjk, (3.12) x*\t\i-xf\;\, = dxm -xXtïftiuM with obvious extensions to any tensor. We also need the generalization of the Bianchi identity in the form (10) &.jmt\ i + B\m\ m + B^m] k (3.13) + pff(n), \'nBn.hmk + njm \'nBnhki + n't \'nB\im) = o.
Let us now consider the conditions of integrability of (3.4). For this purpose we have 
TV -1 TV -1
The conditions of integrability of (3.4) with respect to p are obtainable by partial differentiation of (3.4). But we find it better to treat it directly from (2.27), because the partial derivatives of £*, d¡;'/dx', d2%i/(dx'dxk) with respect to the process |* all vanish. The resulting equation is as follows:
nih\n -+ n»»U--n,»|" - (3.24) , h a ,-, ,-., at* < ." a*» » + € --ny», + n,»» -+ n,» »»--p, = o> dxh dxn dxm and it is easily seen that (3.24) may be written as (3.25) A(nJ»|u-0.
The tensor form of the last equation follows immediately from (3.1) aswell as from the fact that 7rjt | * is a tensor covariant in j, k, n and contravariant in i. Thus we obtain as further conditions of integrability 4. Descriptive flatness of a space of A-spreads. We come now to establish some theorems as immediate consequences of equations (3.4) and their conditions of integrability. Consider, in fact, a solution £' of equations (2.27) which are equivalent to (3.4). By a suitable transformation of coordinates we can normalize the vector £* so that its components are 5\. Since equations (3.4) are in tensor form, they remain in the same form and so do (2.27), the latter reducing in this coordinate system to dll'jk (4.1) 77 = 0.
dx1
The finite transformations generated by the above vector are (4.2) * « * + aSl, for which the jacobian A = l, so that equations (3.5) give 11^ = 11^. That is, the transformations (4.2) carry A-spreads into A-spreads. Thus we have proved the theorem:
A necessary and sufficient condition that a vector £* must satisfy in order to define an infinitesimal descriptive collineation is that it be a solution of (2.27).
From (4.1) follows the theorem: The most general connection in a space of K-spreads admitting an infinitesimal descriptive collineation may be obtained by choosing, for the coefficients of descriptive connection, functions of N-1 of the coordinates x having the general' ized homogeneity property of the second degree in p'r.
From (4.2) we have the theorem: A manifold admitting an infinitesimal descriptive collineation admits the finite continuous group Gi of descriptive collineations.
In the next section it is shown that this theorem may be generalized to an r-parameter group Gr of descriptive collineations.
Returning to (3.4) we see that if they are to be completely integrable, equations (3.26) and (3.21) must be identities in the AT2-)-A quantities ¿*| ¡ and £'. If we write these equations in the form Hence: 4 necessary and sufficient condition that a descriptive connection must satisfy in order to admit N2+2N linearly independent descriptive collineations is that it be descriptively fiat.
5. Group property of descriptive collineations. The last theorem in §4 furnishes a characteristic property of descriptively flat spaces of A-spreads. It is for no other reason than this that the isomorphic transformations are called descriptive collineations. Another fact which affirms the nomination may be formulated more concretely as follows:
If a space of K-spreads admits r linearly independent infinitesimal descrip-tive collineations it admits the r-parameter group Gr generated by them. For let ¿' and 17* be any two of the r linearly independent solutions that equations (3.4) are assumed to admit and let X^Ç'd/dx', Y^n'd/dx' be the corresponding generators. In order to prove the above theorem it is necessary and sufficient to show that the Poisson operator (X, Y) is expressible linearly with constant coefficients in terms of the r generators. Let (X, Y)=\id/dxi. 
